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I   How Sound Works



 

1
Signals Outside the Head

This opening chapter is about the signals that are found outside our heads—
sound. Sound is just air molecules moving back and forth. Remarkably,
from this simple mechanism comes an infinite variety of sounds, from Bach
to bacon sizzling, from Rocky Raccoon to the raccoon out back foraging in
the garbage can. Sounds can be loud or soft, high or low, consonant or
dissonant, fast or slow, rough, reedy, chaotic, polyphonic, whooshing, and
staticky. I invite you to savor the beauty of the properties of sound—the
ingredients we will return to time and again as we explore the sound mind.

Sound is movement. When a guitar string is plucked, it moves the air
nearby. Figure 1.1 shows a guitar string in different states of pluckedness.
On the left is a guitar string at rest, with a dozen little air molecules hanging
out to its right. When the guitar string is at rest, the local atmospheric
pressure is around 14.7 pounds per square inch—the air pressure at sea
level. When the guitar string is plucked, it briefly moves to the right and our
air molecules are squished closer together—that is, they are compressed to
a higher pressure.a Then, after a very short time (hundredths or thousandths
of a second, depending on the pitch of the note), the guitar string springs
back in the direction of its resting position and continues moving past the
initial resting state until it is displaced a bit to the left. Then the air
molecules on the right are spread out again, reducing pressure. But they
don’t fall right back into the same spacing as before the string was plucked.
They overshoot a bit, so they are now spread out more—they are at a lower
pressure—than they were before the string moved in the first place. Then
they rebound together again, and spread out again, and so on, a little less
each time, until eventually the movement stops, the vibration dampens to



nothing, and the sound dies out. The movement was the sound, and when
the movement stops, the sound is over.

Figure 1.1
A plucked string moves the air molecules around it.

Sound Ingredients

Most sounds can be described by a handful of sound ingredients (figure
1.2), much as a seen object can be classified by shape, color, texture, and
size. Because sound is invisible, the ingredients are not as obvious, but they
are crucial to how we make sense of sound. Thinking about sound in terms
of its constituent ingredients—recognizing the wealth of what is going on in
those moving air molecules—makes its processing in the brain even more
amazing in my view. To keep tabs on those marvelous ingredients, I find a
helpful organizing principle, then, is to think of sound in terms of pitch,
timing, and timbre (pronounced tamber).



Figure 1.2
The endless variety of sound arises from air movement and can be described by a handful of
ingredients.

Pitch

Pitch is the perception of “high” vs. “low.” We describe a flute’s sound as
high-pitched and a tuba’s as low-pitched. What we hear when we use those
labels arises from the physical property of frequency. We hear a high-
pitched sound when the fluctuations between high and low air pressure
come very fast, or at a high frequency. A low-pitched sound has more
leisurely changes in air pressure—a low frequency (figure 1.3). Pitch is a
perception; frequency is a physical, measurable property. We should use
care in making this distinction between pitch and frequency because they
are not always a perfect match.



Figure 1.3
The gray waveform has more cycles (is at a higher frequency) than the black, and so would sound
higher in pitch.

Frequency—not as a scientific measure of sound but as an English word
—means a count of some event with respect to a fixed time period. You
might get two paychecks per month. Tampa, Florida, has on average
seventy-eight thunderstorms per year. I get twenty-two pieces of junk mail
per week. These are all frequencies. The number of air-pressure vibrations
per second distinguishes the pitch of a flute from the pitch of a tuba. The
term for the count of something per a time unit of one second is hertz,
abbreviated Hz. The range of air pressure fluctuation frequencies that a
human ear can detect is between 20 Hz and 20,000 Hz. A high-pitched flute
can play notes with frequencies in the range of about 250 to 2,500 Hz; a
low-pitched tuba 30 to 380 Hz. Surprisingly, there is a bit of overlap in their
ranges! I think I will get to work on writing a flute and tuba concerto where
the tuba has the higher part.

But there isn’t always a perfect match between the frequency of a sound
and the pitch we hear. If a sound is perceived as having a pitch—if is
“hummable”—the frequency at which we would hum is called the
fundamental frequency. In figure 1.4, both waveforms have an identical
number—about thirty-five—of peaks and valleys, so they are nominally the
same frequency. However, each is turned on and off—modulated—at
different rates. The pitch we hear matches the rate of the modulation, not
the frequency of the wave that is being modulated.



Figure 1.4
The black and gray waves have the same frequency. But the modulation rates are different—that is,
the sound is being turned on and off at a faster rate in the gray waveform and so would sound higher
in pitch than the black. The faster modulation rate in females—provided by faster vibration of the
vocal cords—produces a higher voice pitch when the same words are spoken.

An example of this is the human voice. The pitch (fundamental
frequency) of the human speaking voice ranges from about 50 to 300 Hz. In
speech, the fundamental frequency corresponds to the speed of the openings
and closings of the vocal folds set in motion by our breath. The speed of
vocal fold movement is slowest for men, resulting in a deep voice, and
highest in children, resulting in a high voice. Interestingly, voice pitch
differs not only between individuals and sexes but in some other surprising
ways. Fundamental frequency differences have been observed, on average,
between speakers of different languages1 and between demographic groups
within the same language.2 And we may have observed, perhaps even in
ourselves, a bilingual person who speaks at a generally higher pitch in one
of their languages than the other.3

Timbre

In music, timbre is the primary means we use to distinguish two instruments
playing the exact same note. In speech, it is our primary cue for
distinguishing one speech sound (consonants and vowels) from another. A
man and a woman say the same thing: the fundamental frequency (voice
pitch) helps us determine who is who. A woman says two different things:
timbre is the distinction that helps us distinguish her “so” from her “sue.”
Just as the perception of pitch has the fundamental frequency as its physical



counterpart, the perception of timbre is defined by harmonics, the
frequencies above the fundamental.

It is useful to know what frequencies a given sound is made up of. This
is known as a sound’s spectrum. A tuning fork’s spectrum is made up of one
and only one frequency, so it has a single, thin, vertical line as seen in the
top panel of figure 1.5. It has no harmonics, just a fundamental frequency.
A natural sound such as a middle C played by a trombone or a clarinet will
likewise have a peak in the spectrum at middle C’s fundamental frequency
of 262 Hz plus additional peaks at multiples (524, 786 …) of the
fundamental. These are harmonics. It is apparent in the middle and lower
panels of figure 1.5 that not all harmonics have the same amount of energy.
The patterns of relative energy levels are signatures of the trombone and
clarinet and why we can hear the difference between them. The unique
harmonic signatures are determined by the shape and construction of the
instrument producing the sound. Analogously, the shape and position of our
tongue, mouth, and nose produce the harmonic patterns that distinguish
different speech sounds.



Figure 1.5
A spectrum of a tuning fork is a single vertical line at only one frequency, here 262 Hz, or middle C.
An instrument playing a middle C will have a peak at 262 Hz plus several harmonics at multiples of
262 Hz. A middle C played by a trombone or a clarinet features different patterns of harmonics due
to resonance characteristics of the instruments. The spectra help us see why the same middle C
sounds different when played by different instruments. (Frequency on the x-axis; energy on the y.)

Depending on the position of our lips and tongue and the amount of air
that gets routed through our nose and mouth, we alter the spectrum (which
harmonics get reinforced) as seen in figure 1.6. While the spectra of the two
vowels have peaks every 100 Hz (due to a fundamental frequency of 100
Hz in this example), the relative sizes of the peaks, outlined by the gray
lines, are very different. This is the speech analog of the trombone/clarinet
distinction. For “ee,” the two bumps in the gray line come at about 300 and
2,300 Hz; for “oo,” they appear at about 400 and 1,000 Hz. Speech contains
bumps in the spectrum—areas of maximal energy concentration (called
formants). Interestingly, these bands of acoustic energy are reasonably



similar among speakers. A talker with a high voice pitch will have peaks
somewhere in the neighborhood of 400 and 1,000 Hz in her “oo” just like a
low-pitch speaker.

Figure 1.6
Top: spectrum of “ee” as in beet. Bottom: spectrum of “oo” as in boot. Both have the same
fundamental frequency, but where the energy of the harmonics is concentrated differs. (Frequency on
the x-axis; energy on the y.)

So timbre is the perception that arises from the harmonic content in a
sound. Harmonics—where they appear and how big they are relative to one
another—are the physical attributes of sound that enable us to tell, by their
timbral quality, the difference between two instruments or two speech
sounds. In speech, groups of harmonics stand out within the spectrum of a
particular word or syllable. Figure 1.7 illustrates the full frequency range
(fundamental and harmonics) of a few instruments and voices.



Figure 1.7
The full frequency ranges of musical instruments and voices. The fundamental frequency range is
shown on the left. Harmonics are shown to the right.

Timing

Until now, we have been discussing tuning forks, single musical notes, and
vowels—all examples of sounds that are stable over some period of time.
But there is a class of sound where timing is a defining characteristic of the
signal itself—not in terms of when the sound starts and stops, like syllables
or musical notes, but when and how the sound itself evolves over time.
Among these is the speech consonant. In certain consonants, timing takes
center stage.

Say the word “bill” out loud. Now say the word “gill.” Can you describe
what mechanically differed between the two inside your mouth? Easy
peasy. In the first case, your lips came together and your tongue was in a
somewhat neutral position. In the second, your lips were slightly open and
you pressed the back of your tongue to the roof of your mouth. Now say
“bill” and “pill.” This one is trickier. What exactly is different? The salient
mechanical difference between a “b” and a “p” may not be immediately
obvious. Your tongue and lips are pretty much in exactly the same position
for both. The primary difference is in the timing—when you start voicing
the vowel—that is, when your vocal folds begin buzzing out the “i.” In
“bill” you start voicing the vowel right away. But in “pill” you wait a very



short amount of time after your lips part before you begin to voice the
vowel. In the top wave of figure 1.8, you can see the sound wave of the
word “bill.” In the bottom wave, I have inserted 1/20 of a second of silence.
Every single wiggle is identical between the two except for the added
silence. That little gap before starting to voice the “i” sound is enough to
make the second one very clearly sound like “pill.” A timing cue of a
fraction of a second makes a big difference in language. This is one of the
many reasons you and I need a super-fast auditory brain to process such
tiny changes in sound.

Figure 1.8
“Bill” turns into “pill” by adding 1/20 second of silence just before the vocalization of the vowel
begins. (Time on the x-axis; energy on the y.)

Looking at Frequency Changes Over Time
Differences in timing such as “bill” vs. “pill” are fairly easy to see in time
plots like figure 1.8. Differences in frequency such as “ee” vs. “oo” are
fairly easy to see in spectrum plots like figure 1.6. However, neither plot
does justice to the acoustic distinction between a “b” and a “g.” This
involves a change in frequency that unfolds over time. To adequately depict
a “b” vs. “g” difference, we need the third and final plot, the spectrogram.



The top panel in figure 1.9 is a simple example, showing a tone that,
over time, goes from low frequency to high, then back down to low—like a
stereotypical wolf whistle. Imagine a siren or sweeping your finger across
the notes on a piano.

Figure 1.9
Spectrograms (depicting changes in frequency over time). Top: an upward, then downward sweep in
frequency. Bottom: “ba” and “ga.” The frequencies of both bands of acoustic energy change over
time until they stabilize at the vowel “a.”

In consonants like “ba” and “ga,” bands of acoustic energy sweeping
across frequencies drive the distinction (bottom panel). The upper band is
the same in “ba” and “ga,” a harmonic band moving in time from lower to
higher frequency until it flattens out at the “a.” But the bottom band differs
for the two syllables. For “ba” it moves from low to high frequencies before
leveling off. For “ga” it starts higher and moves downward in frequency.
The term FM sweep—an important ingredient of sound—refers to this type
of change in frequency over time.



So, in both of our consonant-pair examples, “b” vs. “p” and “b” vs. “g,”
timing is a crucial component to identity. In “ba/pa,” timing is both
necessary and sufficient to set up the contrast. In “ba/ga,” the interplay of
both time and frequency makes the distinction. While we can capture and
isolate these sound distinctions by slowing the sound way down and
measuring them, in practice, they happen far too quickly for us to
consciously perceive what is driving the distinction. Remarkably quickly.
Think about it: did you know the difference between ba and ga in terms of
sound ingredients before I told you? Did you realize that a couple of blink-
fast FM sweeps can turn a muddy dog into a muggy bog? I certainly cannot
tell by listening that a certain band of energy is rising in a ba and falling in a
ga. Yet this speed and subtlety makes consonants perceptually vulnerable,
necessitating the use of phonetic alphabets (alpha, bravo, charlie, delta …).
The subtlety and complexity of these distinctions and the difficulty some
people have processing them have intriguing consequences for language
and even reading, as we shall see.

We have been focusing on speech for our discussion of timing. That is
not by chance. Speech operates at a much faster scale than other sounds,
including music. Consider this: allegro is a musical tempo in the range of
120–170 beats per minute (bpm). For the sake of easy math and avoiding
fractions, let’s consider an allegro piece of music at 150 bpm. That equates
to two and a half beats—quarter notes—per second. So each quarter note is
a leisurely 400 milliseconds (ms, thousandths of a second) in duration, an
eighth note is 200 ms, and a sixteenth note is 100 ms. “The Flight of the
Bumblebee,” at an even faster presto tempo, famously capitalizes on the
fact that it generally takes a full 100 ms to tell two notes apart. By explicitly
making the sixteenth notes in the main-theme melody rush past at around
80–85 ms each, Rimsky-Korsakov turned the notes into a beelike buzz.
Speech is a different animal, however. Consonants in speech are routinely
that fast or faster, on the order of 20 to 40 ms. And we can produce speech
jam-packed with consonants almost indefinitely. “Flight of the Bumblebee”
is mercifully short, to the relief of any musician who has played it.

More Sound Ingredients



Intensity is a measurement of the magnitude of pressure changes in air we
perceive as loudness—how much air did the guitar string in figure 1.1 move
and how tall are the waves that it made in figure 1.3? The absolute size of
the changes in air pressure that produce sounds is tiny. Yet the range of air
pressure changes that spans the quietest to the loudest sounds we experience
is enormous—a whopping ten trillion-fold difference in physical air
pressure. Thus, to shoehorn our loudness perceptions onto a set of
reasonable numbers, we use a logarithmic conversion to turn the quantity of
air moved into the familiar unit of sound intensity, the decibel (dB). That
ten trillion-fold span can be expressed as the difference between 0 dB, the
threshold of hearing—down at the limit of the most sensitive microphones
—and 140 dB, the loudest sound we can tolerate.

Amplitude and frequency modulation—AM and FM—are terms you
likely think about only when you turn on your radio. But AM and FM are
extremely important to our auditory landscapes and especially so for
speech. AM is a fluctuation of sound intensity (amplitude)—loud-soft-loud-
soft. Many car alarms pulse in this loud-soft fashion. The vibration of our
vocal folds as they open and close is amplitude modulating what we’re
saying at our voice pitch, the fundamental frequency. Figure 1.4 shows a
basic form of AM—the same signal is being amplitude-modulated at two
different rates.

FM denotes a change in frequency over time. As our speech morphs
from consonant to vowel and back again, concentrated bands of acoustic
energy sweep up and down. This is frequency modulation, the FM sweeps
of figure 1.9.

Another sound ingredient that warrants mention is phase. At the
beginning of this chapter, we arbitrarily showed the pressure of the air
molecules to the right of the guitar string. The air molecules on the left in
figure 1.1, which are not shown, spread out when the ones on the right are
compressed, and vice versa. At any given moment, the movement of a
guitar string is simultaneously compressing and dilating air molecules in the
vicinity. Two people sitting on opposite sides of the guitar will hear music
that, signal- and pressure-wise, is 180 degrees out of phase. A plot of the
waveforms they are hearing would be reversed top-to-bottom. Depending
on where you are sitting, the sound from the guitar will arrive at your ear at
a different time, or phase. These different phases of the sound are important



for sound localization, and phase additions and cancellations play a role in
distinguishing sounds in reverberant (echoey) and noisy spaces.

Finally, there is filtering. Filtering is simply the selective reduction or
enhancement of certain frequencies in a sound signal. We experience
filtering a million times a day, both intentional and unintentional. Your
favorite song sounds different whether you listen to it on your home stereo
system, in the car, through your computer speakers, through earbuds, or
through the speaker of your cell phone. Each sound reproduction system
has its own filters, either carefully crafted by an acoustical engineer or
simply as an unintended consequence of tradeoffs in size, cost of
production, or other expedients. The voices of you and your friend talking
sound different as you walk from the street into the coffee shop. The
filtering caused by the hard surfaces of the walls, floor, and tub is why we
enjoy singing in the shower. By the same token, Gothic cathedrals rely on
shaped stone surfaces that create multiple reflections of the higher
frequencies, giving these spaces distinctive acoustical properties for music
and speech. Try listening to the speaker of your cell phone as you walk in
and out of different rooms. Leaving filtering by external spaces aside, we
deliberately filter the sounds we make with our mouth, tongue, and lips as
sound is routed through and around them to achieve the words required to
get the message across.

Signals Outside and Inside the Head: Ingredients

Our brain makes sense of signals outside the head—sound—with the
signals inside the head—the electricity of neural impulses.

All scientists pick strategies for their inquiries. Some utilize surveys.
Others use gene expression. Still others use blood biomarkers. My chosen
milieu is signals. I find that signals—whether they are outside the head or
inside the head—are reassuring because they are tangible, in some ways
more than ephemeral sound itself. They can be measured with confidence,
and there are widely accepted and powerful ways to visualize and analyze
them. I find the remarkable similarity between the signals outside and
inside the head most satisfying. This is a thing of beauty. It is a wonder that
this happens. This tangibility gives me something I can hang my hat on,



something to ground me when I research big ideas like the impact of music
training on the sound mind, beat keeping’s role in literacy, or how
concussions can affect sound processing. I rely on signals to guide my
thinking and to tell me the Truth.

The ingredients of sound are key to understanding why each person
hears sound in the world differently, and how an individual’s experience of
sound can change for better or for worse as our sound mind is braided with
how we sense, think, feel, move.

As a neuroscientist, I am able to bring this tangibility to my study of
sound and its processing in the brain. I can study the processing of pitch,
timing, and timbre in isolation and as an aural whole in the pursuit of
figuring out what goes right and what goes wrong in people who are expert
listeners and in those who have difficulties. Sound ingredients are separable
in terms of how we process them and turn them into our perceptions. For
example, there are people who have difficulty distinguishing pitches but
have no problem with timbral qualities of sound or vice versa. Others have
difficulty only in timing. Musicians and bilinguals alike are listening
experts, but their prowess with signals operates on different sound
ingredients.

Now let’s see what happens when sound waves outside the head create
brain waves inside the head—when the movement of that guitar string
makes its way into the ear canal.

Notes
1.  T. D. Hanley, J. C. Snidecor, and R. L. Ringel, “Some Acoustic Differences among Languages,”
Phonetica 14 (1966): 97–107; A. B. Andrianopoulos, K. N. Darrow, and J. Chen, “Multimodal
Standardization of Voice among Four Multicultural Populations: Fundamental Frequency and
Spectral Characteristics,” Journal of Voice 15, no. 2 (2001): 194–219.

2.  S. A. Xue, R. Neeley, F. Hagstrom, and J. Hao, “Speaking F0 Characteristics of Elderly Euro-
American and African-American Speakers: Building a Clinical Comparative Platform,” Clinical
Linguistics & Phonetics 15, no. 3 (2001): 245–252.

3.  B. Lee and D. V. L. Sidtis, “The Bilingual Voice: Vocal Characteristics when Speaking Two
Languages across Speech Tasks,” Speech, Language and Hearing 20, no. 3 (2017): 174–185.



a This change in pressure is infinitesimal. If I got my math and my unit conversions correct, an actual
pluck of a typical guitar string will raise the local atmospheric pressure from 14.7 psi to something
like 14.700003 psi.



 

14
Our Sonic Past, Present, and Future

Making sound choices for our sonic future

Sound Is Everywhere—Even Where We Least Expect It

Sound is a powerful force that shapes our sound minds and the world we
live in. But so far, I have only touched on a part of sound’s reach.

Plants can hear! We all know someone who talks or sings to his plants to
entice them to grow. Indeed, scientists have looked at the validity of claims
of sound affecting plant growth. In one case, the germination and seedling
growth of jack pines was observed to accelerate when subjected to
ultrasonic (too high-pitch for human ears) sounds.1 In another, vibrations in
the human-audible range (50 Hz) promoted seed germination and root
elongation in rice and cucumber plants.2a

Any plumber can tell you that plant roots like to make their way into
water pipes underground. Monica Gagliano looked deeper into this
phenomenon by growing pea plants in forked pots where roots could grow
to the left or to the right. Playing an audio recording of water at one branch
of the fork (crucially, without water actually being present) caused the plant
to reliably send its roots in the direction of the sound.3 Moreover, plants,
like vertebrate neurons, are tuned to particular sound frequencies. Corn
roots in water will bend only toward the source of a 220 Hz sound and not
to other frequencies.4

Plants use sound to gather information about their environment
interpreting cues that are beneficial for their survival. A process known as
buzz pollination happens when plants—including eggplants, blueberries,



and cranberries—release their pollen only when certain bees buzz at the
correct frequency, somewhere in the 200 to 400 Hz range.5 This prevents
the “wrong” kind of insects—those without fuzzy bodies tailor-made for
spreading the pollen around—from getting to the pollen.

Bioacoustics, the science of the relationship between animals and their
acoustic environments, can be used to investigate sound production and
perception. Ranging from underwater sounds—like whale songs that can
travel for hundreds of miles—to echolocation in bats to birdsong,
bioacoustics is a growing field.

The power of underwater sound and its deployment has helped in
recovery of coral reefs. Coral reefs, naturally noisy places—from the clicks
of seahorses to the grunts, purrs, or even barks of fish—produce a rich
soundscape. When reefs begin to die, due to an extreme heatwave and
overfishing, sounds diminish as their inhabitants move away. Fewer
residents mean less sound, making the reef less attractive to newcomers
who use sound to judge its desirability for habitation. In an investigation to
test the importance of sound, several new reefs were built in an area
devastated by coral mortality. Some of the new reefs were rigged with
speakers piping in the sounds of a healthy reef, while in others, there was
no sound. The sound-rich reefs attracted double the fish and other marine
life as the silent ones.6

Another unexpected presence of sound comes in the airline meals served
to us. Did you ever wonder why airline food tastes a bit off? A little blander
than it ought to? Or why a disproportionate number of fliers seem to order
tomato juice or Bloody Marys? Is it the dry air? The low pressure? The
altitude? It turns out the biggest reason is sound. Loud noises like those of
jet engines affect our taste perception. In particular, salty and sweet flavors
are suppressed.7 On the other hand, umami—a dominant flavor in tomatoes
—is largely unaffected.8 It may be that we gravitate to tomato juice because
it is one of the few things that tastes “right” to us at 35,000 feet, while we
can be left unsatisfied by the foods and drinks calibrated to a “quiet-
appropriate” level of salty or sweet. From an evolutionary standpoint it
makes sense that loud sounds would suppress your appetite. Who is hungry
when there’s an avalanche coming?

For better or worse, sound can be used as a weapon. Classical music has
been used outside shops to dissuade teenaged loiterers. The US military has



developed bona fide sound weapons, like a focused beam of sound that can
be “shot” at individuals or groups (e.g., protestors that authorities want to
disperse). The force of the wave can temporarily debilitate an individual
from hundreds of meters away. There are narrow-beam sound technologies
that can deliver sound at great distances to pinpoint locations—for example,
to speak a warning to a distant unidentified boat that approaches too close
to a naval ship. And there is still the open possibility that sound weapons
were the source of the concussion-like symptoms that beset diplomats in
Cuba.

A Word about Metaphors

The brain-as-computer metaphor remains unpersuasive to me. There is
plenty we do not know about the brain and that includes the sound mind.
But what we do know about the brain is that it works nothing like a
computer.9 In this book, I’ve made liberal use of metaphors, especially that
of the sound mind as a mixing board. This metaphor, like any, has limits. In
the case of the mixing board, it is inanimate, while the sound mind is alive
and exists in the lived world. Like the second grader who uses hungry
crocodiles to help him keep his inequalities straight, or the beginning
electronics student whose understanding of the invisible flow of electrons is
helped along with imagery of water tanks and pipes, the mixing board
metaphor serves as a tangible expression of an underlying truth. Still, the
neural processes it helps us imagine elude our full understanding.

Sound Connects Us to the Lived World

The other day I was walking outside in the town of Evanston, where I live. I
was on the phone with my son who lives a thousand miles away when all of
a sudden he interrupted the story he was telling me and exclaimed,
“Evanston birdies!” He knows the sound of home. We all do.

We viscerally respond to the sounds of home—the neighborhood birds,
the sounds of leaves rustling, the distant church bell, the abrupt hiss-honk of
the city bus’s air brakes and the pick-up basketball game down the street.
Even the sound of the traffic when filtered by nearby houses and trees



acquires a unique timbre as it arrives at my back porch. These all impart a
sense of place, a place of belonging.

Over the years, I’ve learned public speaking goes best when I feel I’m
speaking directly to the audience—no script, no reading, no podium. While
my topics are thoroughly prepared, I allow room for spontaneity. I never
know which words I’ll use; I find them in the moment.b I have the same
preference for making music. I’m happiest with a deep knowledge of the
structure of the piece, but I crave the room to improvise—no score between
me, the sounds I’m making, and whoever may be listening. I let the music
take me where it wants to go, but always with an eye toward bringing it
back to the tonic. Back home.

Sound allows us to connect perhaps more than any other sense, even at a
distance. Some believe the origins of music lie in mothers singing to their
babies to establish bonds—so the infant could be comforted by her presence
even if she were a little ways away attending to something—and then more
broadly, to form cohesion in the larger social group.10 Singing was the first
music and music remains a strong social connector.

One of the languages I learned to speak is harmony. You simultaneously
hear yourself and what your partner is singing, and use this feedback to
adjust your own movements accordingly. This interaction is about
modulating the space between voices, a marriage, a sensitivity to the other
person and to the space between them. Singing harmony is emblematic of
sound’s power to connect us.

Sound is alive, created and experienced in the lived world.

Context and the Sound Mind

One evening at dinner with my son’s girlfriend’s family, I thanked her
father for his wonderful daughter. “She is mostly self-made,” he said. This,
in a human-relations analogy, encapsulates much of what I have come to
appreciate about the sound mind. The role of the ears—like the role of
parents—is undisputedly crucial. And what our sound minds do with the
sounds we encounter throughout our lives makes us who we are, sonically
speaking. The sound mind brings context to the sounds our ears deliver to
it.



We may have learned from our piano teacher that a B-flat is a perfect
fourth above F. If we are geeky enough, we might know that the B-flat
below middle-C has a fundamental frequency of 233 Hz. Somewhere along
the way we may have learned the satisfying etymological origin of
“malaria” is mal aria, “bad air.” By themselves, these bits of “just the facts,
ma’am” knowledge are meaningless without putting them in context. Being
able to incorporate the knowledge of musical intervals into a musical
composition or the knowledge of individual words into a novel provides
that context. It is our sound mind’s role to put the sounds it encounters into
the context of our lives.

The sound mind affects the music we compose. Why didn’t Bach use
dissonance, meter, and rhythm in ways we have later come to know as jazz?
Bach had the same twelve notes at his disposal. But Bach worked within the
confines of his own sound mind shaped by the sonic environment he
inhabited, just like anybody else.

As a group, bilinguals, musicians, dyslexics, and aging adults have
distinct sound-mind signatures, but understanding individual sound minds is
where the fascinating question lies. In How Musical Is Man?11 John
Blacking notes: “Everyone disagrees hotly and stakes his academic
reputation on what Mozart really meant in this or that bar of one of his
symphonies, concertos or quartets. If we knew exactly what went on inside
Mozart’s mind when he wrote them, there could be only one explanation.”
Mozart had his own sound mind. Everyone has their own unique sound
mind.

Consider a sound—the “mighty da” is as good as any. Within this short
utterance, there are timing cues and pitch cues. There is harmonicity. There
are FM sweeps and a particular pattern of harmonic bands. We can measure,
on a micro level, the brain’s response to any of these sound ingredients. In
isolation, it can tell us that someone’s timing is a bit off or they lock on to
voice pitch especially robustly. Or we can look at these attributes in the
context of a person whose life experience has molded the hearing brain into
a unified sound mind that processes all of the attributes as a whole. We can
think of putting these facts together as something like filling in a survey:

Timing = ☐ early ☐ normal ☒ late
Fundamental frequency = ☒ big ☐ normal ☐ small



Response consistency = ☒ consistent ☐ inconsistent
Etc.

Looking at only one attribute, we can say, “You have late timing” or
“You have a consistent response.” Alternatively, we can look at the profile
as a whole and say, “You’re a bilingual dyslexic!” or “You’re Joey!” (figure
14.1). Sound and the sound mind’s electrical response to it must be taken in
context.

Figure 14.1
The sound mind adjusts our sound processing, emphasizing and deemphasizing sound ingredients
based on a lifetime of hearing, feeling, moving, and thinking with sound.

The hearing brain is a beautiful integrated system. But our auditory
equipment on its own, though intricate and impressive, doesn’t function in
isolation. We would never learn anything about sound without relying on
the context provided by our thinking, sensing, moving, and feeling brains to
give meaning to the process of hearing.

When we hear a sound, it is instantly accompanied by all its associated
feelings, visual cues, and what we know about it (“That’s an Italian
accent”). We register these components all at once in what is called
“perceptual binding.” Scientists and philosophers have long grappled with
how and where all the components we perceive come together. What we
know about sound, how we feel about it, and what sights accompany it,
influence how we make sense of sound, bringing us closer to an
understanding of how it all comes together.



Our Sonic Personality

I am fascinated by the biological adaptations that take place over the course
of our lives and unconsciously make us hear in our own way. I recently
revisited Bach’s Italian Concerto decades after I learned it on the piano. At
first I was lost, then it started to come together, slowly at first, and then
faster. Coaxing a memory out of my sound mind uncovered a part of me I
didn’t know was there. My conscious mind couldn’t help me, but eventually
the piece began to emerge.

Experiences like this have encouraged me to pay more attention to my
gut feelings. We are cautioned to look before we leap, to weigh the pros and
cons of every situation, to be rational. But if our gut is telling us something,
maybe we should listen. This is because gut feelings are not arbitrary. They
come from years of experience. Gerd Gigerenzer, in his book Gut Feelings,
talks about how some situations resist reasoned calculations.12 There is not
enough information to be 100 percent sure of the right stock to invest in.
You can look at past performance, study the financial standing of the
company, and evaluate the C-level executives. But in the end, there are no
guarantees. It is often your gut that will push you to invest in Able, Inc.,
instead of Baker Corp. For a seasoned investor, listening to the gut to tip the
scales toward a particular investment will pay off more often because of an
accumulated lifetime of gathering data about the intangibles that make a
good investment. The key to whether a gut feeling is likely to be a good one
or not is experience.

Gut feelings are analogous to the sound processing strategies our sound
mind has honed to a default state, ready to react to sound or play a long-
neglected concerto based on our accumulated experience. Much of our
perception of the world is as intangible as a gut feeling. Yet by analyzing
how sound is processed by the signals inside the head, we can glimpse how
our experience has shaped our interpretation of the sounds outside the head.
Everyone has their own sonic fingerprint. How have the faders on our
mixing board been adjusted? Have we honed our sound minds by making
music or learning a second language? Have we dulled our brain with noise
exposure or deprived it of the rich sounds of language? Which choices can
we make now to allow sound to change us for the better as we live out our
lives?



The Sound Mind Shapes Our Choices for Our Sonic
Future

The power of sound is a well-kept secret. My goal in writing this book has
been to give voice to the power of sound. A call to shift, if only
occasionally, away from our visually dominated and materialistic outlook
toward what sound can offer. Armed with this knowledge, we can recognize
sound as an ally in our own lives, the lives of others, and other living
things.

Who we are and what we value impact the world we live in. The sound
minds we develop sculpt our sonic world based on what we prize and what
we dislike. And our choices will affect the sonic world of our children and
our children’s children. Our sound mind decisions can lead us to priorities
for how we lead our lives.

Figure 14.2
The sound mind guides our choices for our future sonic world.

Before I close this book, I would like to share some of the sound mind
choices I have made for myself and my family, and leave you with some
ideas to ponder about leading life with a sound mind:

When they were little, I enforced three rules for my sons. They had to
take their schoolwork seriously. They had to tell me where they were,



always. And they had to practice their instruments. If they did those three
things, they had every freedom. Today, although not one of them is a
professional musician, they speak the language of music well enough to
make music on their own and with others. I prize the times we make
music together.
Large parts of the world are adopting English as a de facto lingua franca.
Our sound minds evolve from the languages we speak. Might this help us
understand each other better? How does being familiar with the sounds of
more than one language predispose us to feel about each other?
When we have trouble reading road signs, we know it’s time to get our
eyes checked. Losing hearing is much more subtle because it’s all too
easy to blame the sound. It would never cross your mind to accuse the
department of transportation of erecting signs with blurry letters. But you
might accuse someone of mumbling. As we get older and “people start
mumbling,” hearing aids can help keep the input to the sound mind sharp.
What does our lo-fi music experience do to the sound mind? We have
moved toward ever-more-compressed file delivery (streaming, MP3s) and
listening through smartphone speakers. A music teacher told me many of
his students could not distinguish between music played through a hi-fi
system and the same music played through a smartphone. If the brain has
adapted to a tinny simulacrum of music, will it ever learn to hear the rich
sounds that exist? Are we becoming less inclined to seek live music,
listen with high-quality speakers, and create architectural spaces that
preserve sound ingredients? Will these ingredients become lost to us?
Will we make less interesting music? Some musicians including Linda
Ronstadt, Brian Eno, Kate Bush, and late-period Beatles chose to perform
in smaller venues or in the studio in order to deliver their music as they
valued it most, ungarbled by overamplified sound ricocheting off stadium
rafters. They listened to their sound minds.
What is the environmental impact of indifference to noise? A person who
values the sounds of the wilderness will want to preserve the privilege of
hearing that soundscape. Someone who is less aware of sound might see
wilderness as an economic opportunity. “Scenic helicopter tours, seventy-
five dollars for thirty minutes.”



Some students tell me they choose to study in a coffee shop or with the
TV on in the background. They claim having to ignore the sound helps
them concentrate. I often learn they grew up in a noisy place. From a
young age, their hearing brains were trained to crave noise to be
productive. What happens to the sound mind if our default brain networks
regard sound as something to ignore?
The purpose of music is connection but it has become a pervasive
background feature in most public settings. What if music becomes
something you increasingly tune out?
Noise begets stress and stress begets noise. Maybe you are feeling some
stress and you react by stomping around the house. This ups the noise
level and your roommate turns up the volume on the TV to compensate.
The loud TV annoys you further and you stomp louder. This type of
noise-induced positive feedback loop has been studied and, sure enough,
people exposed to noise become more aggressive and eager to zap fellow
research participants with electric shocks.13 How do you feel about the
person who just honked their horn at you?
The sound mind is among the victims of a concussion. Athletes as much
as anyone rely on making sense of sound to do their job. Getting back on
the field might seem less urgent if an athlete realizes he will not be at his
best if his sound mind is underperforming.
What can we do, as advocates of the sound mind, to influence urban
planning? How do we ensure that our built environment provides the best
opportunity to listen clearly so we can think, learn, and communicate
with each other? When we consider the ecological impact of the world we
create—housing, commerce, transportation, or otherwise—we often focus
on sustainability, environmental sensitivity, and aesthetic visual appeal.
Are we willing to pay more for quieter air-conditioning, heating systems,
subways … for better sound aesthetics?
Texts and emails are rapidly supplanting phone calls. With this change,
information can be conveyed, but context suffers. We have all
experienced someone misinterpreting sarcasm for anger or a casual
request for an urgent one. Peppering text messages with emoji only goes



so far. Are we gradually failing to develop a sensitivity to “tone of voice”
as voice communication diminishes?
When we do make a phone call to a business, we usually have to find our
way to the right department through a series of computerized voice
menus. Are our sound minds being dulled in the ability to pick up on
voice-conveyed nuance by our increasing exposure to nuance-free
speech?
Perhaps the sound mind can teach us about big questions biologists and
philosophers have been grappling with for centuries. What is
consciousness? What is the nature of “self”? What connection do we have
with the world? What is the nature of spirituality, the nature of memory,
the intersection of brain, body, and mind?

Biologically speaking, we are what we do. We are what we pay attention
to and how we spend our time. We are what moves us. We are what we
love.

What I have shared with you in this book are my scientific gut feelings
based on years of thinking about the biology of hearing. Science cannot
furnish every answer, but we have abundant evidence to trust that sound is a
force shaping our minds. We can give voice to the power of sound by
considering initiatives for making music, foreign-language learning, and
athletics. Sound has a place in medicine for people (and coral reefs). We
can work to honor silence, the sounds of home, the soft sounds we love, and
avoid excessive noise in the places we spend our time. We can consider
sound in the creation of new spaces. We can try to make music with our
families and friends. We can appreciate the beauty of sound with awe.
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